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1.Introductlon A cyclotron is a machine which accelerates partieles (deuterons«-

particles, molecular hydrogen lons. and heavy ions) in a constant 

magnetic field. The acceleration Is performed by a pair of electrodes across which 

a high alternating voltage is applied. 

At a given frequency of the voltage. depending on the value of the magnetic field 

and the type of particle to be accelerated. the particles spiral out from the center 

of the magnet at such a rate that their perlod of revolution in the magnetic field 

equals the period of the appl1ed alternating voltage. thus maintainlng synchronlsrn 

wlth the accelerating field. Somewhere. at the edge of the cyclotron, an extractor 

(or deflection-channel) Is located that should catch those particles exceeding a 

partlcular level of energy. Each time only a narrow band of partieles passes the 

extractor, which eaUs for an accurate and reproducible position of the extractor

rnouth in which the precious particles have to be caught. The particles are further 

funnelled through the splral-formed extractor towards his tail and further guided 

towards thelr final destination. Again, the tail-end of the extractor should be 

brought into a precise and prescribed position. The existing mechanism, guiding the 

extractor's motion.ls a five-bar (pentagonal-formed) linkage mechanlsm. stationed in 

a dutch cyclotron at the Eindhoven University of Technology.(See fig.2) The 5-bar 
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has two adjustment knobs for the two input-cranks th at positions the extractor. 

Caused b~' the unsymmetrical way in which the extractor is attached to the linkage, 

the setting of ~ end of the extractor by ~ knob is alwàys affected by an 

adjustment of the other knob. This is demonstrated in figure 1, showing the 4 

possible comDlnations. In figure IA, for instance. knob 2 has been set in a fixed 

position, whereas knob I should lift the extractor's tail-end. However, during the 

tail-end's adjustment the extractor's mouth is only allowed to move along the spiral 

path of the incoming particles. The figure shows however, that wlth a set-position 

of knob 2, the mouth moves along a four-bar coupier curve instead. Figure lB 

demonstrates the case for which knob 1 should adjust the mouth for a set-position 

of knob 2. Then, the taB-end equally moves along a coupier curve instead of along 

a desired spiral path. In the figures IC and 10. finally, the situation is even worse: 

once. knob 1 is set, the whole extractor rotates about the crank-joint A just set. 

Hence,a required spiral-path for either end of the extractor isn't to be met at alL 

A so-called hard-ware solution 111. replacing the 5-bar by a 7-bar mechanism has 

solved this problem in principle. The 7-bar mechanism concerned two four-bar 

linkages, placed on top of one another. In that case, the extractor was attached to 

the outmost coupier, resultlng lnto an equal treatment of the extractor's mouth and 

tail. 

As the replacing of the 5-bar by a 7-bar linkage was considered a costly operation, 

to be do ne in a confined, humanly hostile, radioactlve space, the project was 

abandoned in favor of a so-called soft-ware-solution, the subject of th is paper. 

Today's state of affairs of micro-electronics, their low costs of application, especi

ally where it concerns the stee ring of step-motors, a soft-ware solution, glving the 

adjustment-knobs a pseudo-lndependency of one another, was preferred. 

2.Kinematic Treatment Figure 2 demonstrates the avallable mechanlsm, a pentago-

nal llnkage AoACBBo having two input cranks, AoA and 

BoB, determining the required posltlons of the extractor. These positlons are 

determined by the input (crank) angles JP and .", or otherwise by the lengths of 

the radius vectors Rl and Rz of the extractor's mouth Pl and tail-end P2. Surely. it 

15 then requlred to transform the input-variables ~ and " lnto Rl and Rz or vice 

versa. The way to carry this out, is conslderably shortened if we use our knowIed -

ge ab out motion geometrY. A knowledge that may be appl1ed if we attach a kinema

tic meanlng to the position radii Rl and Rz. Clearly, we are free to choose the 

tail-endsof these radlus-vectors. For instance, by letting them coincide wlth the 

(instantaneous) curvature centers P10 and pzo of the spiral curves, respectively 

corresponding to P1 and P2 , the radii, Rl and R2, simultaneously represent the 
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curvature radii of the spiralpaths at these points. For certain levels of energy of 

the beam-particles. we want to catch, the radius Rl for instance, may be calculated. 

Assuming that all spiral-paths In a fairly large neighborhood of Pt have the same

curvature center PtO, but a different radius Rl, it remains to establish the "exact" 

physlcal locatlon of PlO. in any case not coinc1dlng wlth the cyclotron's center Mo. 

A similar reasoning makes lt necessary to fix the "physlcal" point Pao. We conclude, 

that the curvature radii Rl and Ra of the curves bi and ba at the extractor's 

mouth and tail-end, are In facto the position-coordinates determining the motions of 

the septum or the accompanying electrode. that constitute the extractor. As a 

consequence of the introductlon of fixed curvature centers PlO and Pao. motion. 

geomelli' may be applled In order to see wh at happens lf either Rl or R2 will be 

changed in magnitude. If. for instance. Rl remains a constant and Ra has to be 

changed, the extractor's mouth.Pl. moves along the entrance-spiral of the particles 

with a high order of accuracy. whereas simultaneously the exit-point Pa may be 

lifted along a four-bar coupIer curve, to another level of energy. (The here-men

tioned 4-bar coupIer curve Is determined by the fictitlous 4-bar AoAPIPIO con

talnlng the coupIer triangle APtP2). To carry this out, one may calculate the withA. 

R2 corresponding crank-angie increment (.0. YI)RI of the 4-bar's input-crank /\oA. 

(Fig.2A) The 2nd coupier point C of this four-bar correspondingly moves aiong 

another coupIer curve, from which the motion of the Ilnkage dyad CBBo may be 

derlved. This results into a with (.4.1')Rl corresponding increment angle ~ 'Y)RI 

for the 2nd crank BoB. 

Thls way, the two input-crank adjustments are to be calculated for a constant value 

of Rl and a prescribed change in the value of R2. 

A similar reasoning holds for a change4 Rl of Rl when comblned with a constant 

value of R2. The four-bar coverlng this situatlon, identifies AoAPaP2ó. containing 

the coupier plane ACP2Pl, whereas the motion of the adjoined linkage-dyad CBBo is 

governed by the correspond1ng mot1on of the coupIer point C along lts four- bar 

coupIer curve. In this case. we obtaln the increment-change (.4 :/')R2 of the 

four-bar's Input-crank AoA In addition to the partial differential ($4)R2 for the 

adjolned crank BoB of the dyad llnkage BoBC. 

Totally, we have that: 

AY' =(;k/l)N/1RIl +1ik,)R,. 4 RI anti 

~ V'=(~k)Nl~lR2 +(9 ~)RIJ4RI 
• If the spiral-paths are approximated by equidistant evolvents of a 

fixed clrcle. their common curvature center is not flxed , but remains on 
this clrcle. (See also the end of thls paper.) 
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for a random change of the pair of values (RI.Rz) lnto the pair (Rl +4 Rl. Rz + 

.4 R2). The general problem to find the input-crank angles (~1') from a given pair 

of position radll (Rl,Rz) may be solved that way. 

Another, more direct way, would be by recognizing the fictitious four-bar 

PI0PlPZPZO bearing the coupler-triangle PlpzA. The (maximal 6) intersections of 

the coupier curve. traeed by the coupier point A,and the crank-elrcle about Ao. 

then are posslble solutions to our problem. For eaeh pair of desired position-radii 

(RI.Rz), therefore. a coupier curve has to be drawn. th at is to be lntersected wlth 

the crank-clrcle about Ao. We conclude th at exact solutions, generally, do exlst and 

are to be derived from the possible configurations of the (statically determlnate) 5-

bar frame-work AoAPIPlOPZOPZ. (See figure 3) 

The coupier curve, produced by the 4-bar PlOPI-A-PzPzo. containing the coupier 

point A, may in ltself be seen as a locus of intersections of each time two circles, 

havlng the radii Rl and Rz. about the coordinated centers p'z and P'l respectively. 

(These centers are obtained from the respective linkage parallelograms pzopzAP'z 

and PIOPIAP·l). Thus,the circles about P'l,P'Z and Ao have to intersect at ~ 

point A. (See figure 4) As a consequence. the three radlcal-axes or power-lines of 

these circles should interseet at the one point A. we are looking for. If 1t occurs 

more than once. we should consider only that solution. which is 'nearest' the 

preceding position for A. This way. we have 'linearized' the problem. It remains to 

vary the singular parameter e . that determlnes the positions of P'l and p'z until 

the 3 c1rcles intersect at the one point A. If they do, we have found the right 

location for A and lts corresponding angle.)". 

AsO PIOPIPZPZO apparently represents a double-crank Unkage. having a two-bran

ched coupier curve, the one branch intersects the circle about Ao at at most 4 

points. of which probably two are complex ones. It remains to choose between the 

two real solutions givlng problems only if their mutual distance approaches the 

zero-value. (The coupier curve then nearly touches the primary crank-circle.) 

Once' the flctltious frame-work PlOPlPZPzoAAo has been settled, we may calculate 

the location of point C th at is attached to the coupler-plane PlPzA. 

It th en remalns to establish the exact position of the l1nkage dyad CBBo. 

linked to the coupler-plane. 

Knowing the orientatlon and the dlmensions of.o CBBo lt is not difficuit then to 
~ --determine the angle y - Jf.. (8otJ,AtJBD ) 

Clearly. the input-angles.~ and Y'. calculated from the values Rl and Rz determine 

the extractor's required positlon.In case it is necessary to find the corresponding 

positions of the extractor's mouth Pl and tail-end pz. we just have to locate the 

opposite points PI and pz to the points P'l and p'z of the respective linkage 

parallelograms PIOP'IAPI and pzoP·zAPz. (See flgure 3). 



A refinement of this procedure may be inserted by the introduction of a locus 

of points PlO instead of a singular center. Such a locus would be the evolute. whkh 

is the fixed polode. or the envelope of the path -normals of the spirals in the area 

to be covered by the preelous positions of Pl. As the spirals may be approximated 

by clrcle-evolvents. such a locus will be a circle. to be establlshed from the actual 

splrals traced by the particles in the cyclotron. 

A change of direction in ~ then results into a change of posltion for PlO at this 

elrcle. 

The framework.that determines the crank-positlons AoA for a given set of valuables 

(Rl.Rû in that case. is demonstrated in flgure 5. Again, the curve. traced by the 

point A, has to be intersected at the primary crank-elrcle. In order to obtain the 

required position of the frame-work. 

In a Y'-:fcoordinate system, curved l1nes. for which Rl remalns a constant. ma;>' 

be drawn. A simllar bunch of l1nes emerges for constant values of R2. The resulting 

graph may be used to set the extractor in its desired position to catch the right 

samples of required particles. 
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Summary A particular beam of particles, moving along spiral paths in the 

interlor of a cyclotron.has to be caught at the mouth of an extrac

tor. The positions of the extractor's mouth as weU as of lts taU-end are governed 

by two adjustment knobs,representlng the input-cranks of an already existing 

pentagon al llnkage mechanism of whlch one llnk is attached to the extractor. 

( See figure 2 ) 

A slmultaneous adjustment of the two input knobs are to be prescribed in such a 

way, that by llfting the tall-end, the extractor's mouth won't move in a direction 

normal to the beam. And vice versa. 

The calculation that solves thls problem, may be carried out by the hypothetical 

introduction of two (virtuaD curvature centers of the spiral beams that are respect

ively coordinated to the mouth and to the taU-end of the extractor. 
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EXTRAGEREA SI PRODUCERE .. i\ IONILOR CICLOTROSI.OI, PRIN CI~EM:\TIC/\TIC.~. 
(TRA:\SFORMATE COORDO:\ÀRI PRINTR-O DETERMINATÁ STRüCTVR • .\ VIRTUAL.;\) 

Un fascicol de raze al unor particole. ce se miscä de a lunguI unor , Sumar 

spirale tn interiorul unui clclotron. trebuie sä tie prins la intrarea unui 

extractor. Pozit11le lnträril extractorului ca si pozitille iesirii s1nt dirijate de 2 . ~ , .. 
butoane reglablle. ce reprezintä rnanlvelele de input a unui existent mecanism 

pentagonal. Acest mecanlsm pentagon al este atasat prlntr-o barä la extractor. 0 , 
reglare sirnultaná acelor 2 butoane trebuie sä fle comandatä in asa fel. TneTt • 
sirnultan cu ridicarea leslrii extractorului,lntrarea extractorului sä nu se miste in , . 
directia normalà razelor. Si invers. , . 
CaJeulul ce poate rezolva aceastä problemä, poate fi fäcut prin introducerea ipoteti-

cà a 2 eentre eurbate ale spiralei. ce stnt respectlv coordonate Ia intrarea si iesirea 
• • 

ex tractorul ui. 
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Case A 

cran/( ~ Aos "een ~et; 

tAe toi/- ~na' lÎJ Je Afod. 

C06e C 

Ao ,...----...:::~ 

tJro/'lR I Áas 6H/) .1 ; 
/Je 1011-"mi Q IÓ 6e fljvslN/. 

F!Jure I 

crank ti has Jeen ~et; 

IAe mOt/IA 10 6e q.&vsjd'. 

Case iJ 

B 

Ao ~o 

c/'lYnk I Á08 t6een .set; 
tAe moulA f 10 Je o&,usled'. 
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lJe coorelthok - tl'll~rmolÎOA tf ( tfJ, R.) inlO (~ 't') . 

F!Jvre 12 
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~ ::: moves QIo1f ';'e l.'()r~/' l.'v/"ve. 
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cronk- c. :reis 

c c 

+ 

.De!erminalïol1 tf tAe auxl'b0':j cenJÎJ/$ 1" anti ~' IÁ 

Drd.r 10 oJl17l/1 ., circles t/,al ~()vlel liJ18/8ec!17! A . 

- - -, - . (' ') iJ~'=~A amlio~ =:A w,+,:M4 /j~/tj~O =4.IjA~. 
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owel" - Or I"oelico/ /in8 

t 1 
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FOUi- bal" corlei curve /i1JÎJI"$8c/éd w/7h a ra/u/om 

cil"cle o.6ovl Ao DI tAe/oinl A . 

1~Ié;.seclï()n of 4 ;o"''co//;nll$ qllhe co.mmon /,o,nl A . 
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cron/(- CiiC!e + 

Fromeworl< of wh,ch the a:f'tJlned /;n.A!'?je - aJ'aa' 

.8D4 C co,"/,lelés tAe eon;!fvralïO/1 lAa! reso/ves 

!he li-ansftrmalio/1 tf var/i:rb!es ( Rt I Rif) in/;; 

the crank- a1J/es (9', ]V) . 
Cronk-circle to /Je inlérseclea' ~ /he , c01'ler-cvrve '" 

!rocea' 11 A . 

F(jure s 



Sjii0f'a!h of' j'O/'bcles IÓ je calcAeci 0/ 
llie Ex boolo, of a fJ'c/o/'oj). 

Fjure B • 



-------

Extraelör" [io/)$;sIJ~ ~o Syokm anti an E/ettl/oa'e, 

each d"reclecl b}' a cDrrer0/)d/~ jive -ba/" /;/)A''{je. 

rjO/D 1 


